A program was conducted to develop a reliable, uniform recording system to describe activities of consultation, mental health education and community organization for program description and assessment which can be used in management and planning. 25 of 47 functioning programs, including regional branches of three county programs, were studied. The report is divided into six parts: (1) background, (2) indirect services, (3) diversity among local programs in California, (4) program planning, (5) problems of reporting, (6) community mental health information model. Also included is an annotated bibliography. (Author/MC)
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
I. BACKGROUND

The uniqueness of the community mental health philosophy lies not so much in the treatment of the patient close to home as in the union of mental health resources with those of the rest of the community. The community mental health concept deals not "with isolated disease processes but with vicious circles of human misery and ineffectiveness, with patterns of self-defeating behavior that are hard to break because they are imbedded in the very texture of people's lives"(1). Treatment services within this philosophy are but one facet of the mental health program. The community itself becomes a focus of program concern. Not only is the mental health professional responsible for patients within his own system, he functions as a catalyst within the community, employing his skills and knowledge to draw community resources together, to improve the social contexts in which troubled people are involved. The established means for moving beyond the mental health facility and therapy services into the community comes through the services of consultation, education and community organization.

This segment of the mental health program which makes the mental health movement truly a part of the community is in jeopardy. Program decision from the legislative level down through those at the practitioner level continue to reinforce the traditional limited psychiatric treatment approach. A factor contributing to this state of affairs may well be the lack of information about community activities placed alongside patient data to make indirect services "visible" to decision makers. Significant data focusing upon these services might well serve to force policy decision makers at all levels to address themselves seriously to this portion of the mental health program.
Services to the mentally disordered and emotionally ill were revolutionized in California by the Short-Doyle Act of 1957, which established a funding mechanism for assisting communities in the creation of their own local mental health services. The number of local mental health programs has increased steadily. Starting with seven programs the first fiscal year, the number has grown in the past decade to 47 -- including two city programs within, but separate from, the county programs. Rapid growth in number of programs has been accompanied by a precipitous increase in monies allocated to mental health services. In fiscal year 1958-59, the reimbursable Short-Doyle budget was just over $300,000. In fiscal year 1968-69 it is expected to go over $48 million. The growth spurred by the shift from a 50-50 state-local sharing formula to a 75-25 ratio in 1963 is clearly evident in Figure 1 both in number of programs and reimbursable budgets.

By 1968, only 13 out of the 58 counties in California did not have Short-Doyle programs. These 13 counties encompass less than 10% of the state population. Although recent legislation stipulates that only counties with populations of 100,000 or more must participate in Short-Doyle, most rural counties are expected to enter the system in 1969-70. What course small counties with Short-Doyle programs will pursue after a year or more experience with the 90-10 sharing ratio after July 1, 1969 remains to be seen.

As the portion of the tax dollar devoted to mental health increases, demand for accountability also increases. For those programs having a sizable investment in community services, the need to account for these activities at the local and state level has been long standing. In 1961, a subcommittee of the Record and Statistics Committee was appointed by the California Conference of Mental Health Directors and was charged with the responsibility of developing an "indirect services reporting and analysis system". After two years of deliberation, it was concluded
that the committee approach was inappropriate to fill this charge, the major problem being inability to reach agreement on basic criteria necessary for establishing the system.

At this point, the Conference of Local Mental Health Directors requested that the California State Department of Mental Hygiene apply for a federal grant to fund a research project to attack the problem. The Department agreed to the request and in November, 1964, a grant was approved by the National Advisory Mental Health Council. The grant was funded for a three-year period. During the time between approval and implementation of the project, several changes in personnel occurred so that it was not until June 1, 1966, that active study was undertaken. The National Institute of Mental Health, recognizing the personnel problems, extended the termination date of the project to May 31, 1969, thus permitting a full three years for the research to be carried out.

**Purpose and Scope**

The specific aim of the project, as stated in the grant application, is the development of a reliable, uniform recording system to describe activities of consultation, mental health education and community
organization for purposes of program description and assessment which can be used in management and planning. The original statement, developed in 1964, encompassed local mental health programs receiving state subsidy under the California Short-Doyle Act and clinics operated by the Department of Mental Hygiene. In the interim between the application for the project and the start of the study in 1966, the status of state-operated clinics changed to such a degree that they and the Short-Doyle programs were no longer comparable entities. Of necessity, the project was restricted to Short-Doyle programs.

The state mental health system is again entering into a significant change brought about by the new California Mental Health Act effective July 1, 1969. Designed to alter the commitment system for the mentally ill, this legislation provides strong protection of civil and legal rights of mental patients and fosters greater integration of state hospitals and local programs. Further, it mandates the development of annual and five-year plans at the state and county levels and stipulates that evaluation will take place.

The mental health system evolving from interpretations of the recent legislation can only be surmised at this point. Treatment services of programs funded under the original Short-Doyle Act can be examined through analyses of patient data, but activities outside the treatment realm not directly involving patients are not adequately quantified and have been accorded little consideration in the trends of growth and significance of the community mental health movement in California.

Methodology and Design

Of the 47 programs functioning during the project, 25 operations were studied including regional branches of three county programs. Sites were selected on the basis of variations in geographical, urban and rural locations, size of operations, philosophy of leadership as reflected in service patterns and interest of staff in the formulation of a reporting system. Programs ranged in size from one with a part-time staff of two supported by a one-year reimbursable budget of $17,000 to one with a staff
of over 500 supported by a reimbursable budget of approximately $20 million. The programs range in complexity from those provided within a small outpatient clinic in a rural area operating a few days a week to those which cover the full spectrum of mental health services including complex hospital operations in a huge metropolitan area. The indirect services in these communities range from token services rendered by treatment staff to comprehensive programs having formal hierarchies of supervision manned by highly trained specialists in the indirect service field.

The field work for this study included the techniques of observation and interview. Staff and managers were observed in their work settings including formal staff meetings. Both structured and unstructured interviews were held with program staff at all levels. Interviews were also conducted with recipients of program services and other community agents. The authors were also participant observers in meetings at the state level and in subcommittees of the Conference of Local Mental Health Directors.

Experience during the first year led to the conviction that common denominators which would receive consensus, be discretely defined and provide valid, reliable data could not yet be developed along the lines desired and anticipated by practitioners and managers of county programs. Their ideal of a reporting system appeared to be one which could record specific methods of consultation and education as applied by the mental health professional to specific problems and the impact of these processes upon the mental health of their clientele. Where the term "process level" is used within this report it implies the orientation reflected above which is concerned with the manner in which an activity is carried out rather than a focus upon what the activity is intended to accomplish.

The mental health professional's concern is rightfully focused upon the development, application and evaluation of techniques employed in carrying out his responsibilities as educator and consultant. However, even if a reporting system were devised to reflect effective processes and techniques, the utility of such information for purposes of management and accountability at the county and state level is questionable.
Having extricated the study from the process level, efforts were directed toward the data requirements for planning, implementing and evaluating the community-oriented portion of the program at the management level. This approach is in keeping with the legislative mandate now laid upon the mental health system to develop formal planning and evaluation statements. The rationale and models presented in the body of this report are developed around tools which may be useful for meeting the mandate. To facilitate communication, the traditional terminology of indirect services has been employed within most of this report. However, concepts developed in the final chapter require the reader to adjust to new terminology and definitions.

The reader expecting guidelines for quantifying activities in terms of impact of specific practices upon the client will be disappointed with this report. The reader seeking a means for incorporating staff activities into a cohesive, goal-oriented program may find the contents of this report useful, and we will have approached the charge placed upon us.
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II.

INDIRECT SERVICES

Indirect services have much the position in the mental health program as the young upstart brought into an establishment to fulfill a need created by change in the establishment. The old timers do not understand his language, have vague comprehension of his duties and serious reservations as to the worthiness of his efforts. This chapter is devoted to the upstart's position in the mental health program, both to clarify what is to be dealt with throughout the rest of this report and -- of equal importance -- to clarify and ground these services so soundly that the old timers and the uninitiated will understand them as legitimate, significant components of the community mental health movement.
Philosophy and Functions

A major postulate of the community mental health movement is that a relationship exists between the mental health of individuals and their environment. A somewhat limited, treatment-oriented acknowledgment of this concept is the proposition that the best interests of the mentally disordered person are served through continuity of care close to home with as limited residential treatment as is essential to his welfare. Acceptance of this proposition has brought the psychiatric patient out of hiding and the psychiatric and para-psychiatric professional out of isolation.

Recognition of environmental factors and their influence upon the lives of the citizenry leads the mental health professional further into the community to function as educator, consultant and agent of social change for the control and prevention of mental illness. The community mental health movement thus affords a positive rationale for prevention as well as treatment services.

The basic tenets of the newer philosophy which set the perspective for community-oriented mental health services have been crystallized by Baker and Shulberg(1) into five conceptual categories covering the major aspects of the ideology.

1. A Population Focus: The view that the mental health specialist should be responsible not only for individual patients with whom he has contracted for treatment but for the entire population of both identified and unidentified potentially sick members in the community.

2. Primary Prevention: The concept of lowering the rate of new cases of mental disorder in a population by counteracting harmful forces before they have had a chance to produce illness.

3. Social Treatment Goals: The belief that the primary goal of treatment is not to reconstruct the mental patient's personality but rather to help him achieve social adjustment in an ordinary life situation as soon as possible.
4. **Comprehensive Continuity of Care:** The view that there should be a continuity of professional responsibility as the patient moves from one program to another in an integrated network of caregiving services.

5. **Total Community Involvement:** The belief that the mental health specialist is only one member of a group of community agents caring for the mentally ill and that he can extend his effectiveness by working with and through other people.

Professional assumption of responsibilities for a broader population, primary prevention and total community involvement has brought about the development of services termed "indirect".* Mental health education, consultation and community organization have been generally representative activities coming under this category. (Community organization activities have an important function within the indirect services and have the potential for becoming increasingly important as the recent legislative demands for coordination of community resources in behalf of the psychiatric patient are implemented. Activities in this area, however, have not been separated out, either at the federal or local level, as a service.) The development of these indirect services is a major concern of this report.

Total community involvement in meeting the mental health challenge is the far off vision of those seriously involved in indirect services. Reality for them, however, lies in pooling their specialized expertise with the specialized expertise of other caregiving agents within the existing social network to incorporate awareness, concern and consideration of the mental health factors intermeshed in the social milieu.

At the operational level, the ensuing premises support and give direction to indirect service activities within the county programs and justify their inclusion within the list of mental health services reimbursable by the state.

---

* Dissatisfaction with the term "indirect services" is prevalent among mental health educators, consultants and others for its connotation implying secondary importance to direct services and for its inadequacy in representing the activities coming under this category. However, it is a generally accepted term and it will be employed within these first chapters.
1. The number of fully-credentialled mental health professionals will be insufficient to meet the needs for direct services for years to come. (Even with sufficient services there is question as to the efficacy of direct services for all.)

2. A large proportion of socially dysfunctional persons have mental health problems and become visible in other social agencies, such as schools, welfare, courts, probation, family services and through other social agents including physicians and clergy.

3. Increasing numbers of psychiatric patients, supported by psychotropic drugs and crisis-oriented services, are living within the community, requiring maintenance and understanding from family members, employers, social agents and the total community.

4. Members of the social support systems, through services provided by mental health professionals, can extend their already considerable skills to include techniques which may forestall and/or handle many of the mental health problems of their clients, thus reserving limited treatment services for those cases so acute as to require intensive professional care.

5. Mental health professionals can be influential in developing and coordinating social resources to meet the needs of the community's socially dysfunctional members, and can promote social change conducive to better mental health for populations caught up in the social subsystems.

6. Mental health education directed to all segments of the population can further the state of well-being of all members of the community.

7. The combination of all the community mental health services working with the rest of the social network can assist the community in creating an environment conducive to improved mental health of its citizenry.

Smith(2) states in his recent article that "buildings are not the strategic ingredient of a community mental health center. The key ingredient is services -- and services mean professional people. . . There are not enough to go around and there won't be in the foreseeable future." He suggests as a solution the use of non-professionals to multiply the effectiveness of professional resources.

The use of mental health consultants and educators can also multiply the effectiveness of professional resources. Mental health consultants, with their skills in process, assist personnel in other agencies and
professions to focus on their own expertise, special advantages and knowledge in solving problems in their own fields. Aiding caregivers to recognize and respond appropriately to the mental health aspects of their clients' problems not only can help to maintain demand on the mental health system at a manageable level but also can have a fanning-out influence upon those who come in contact with an agency whose staff receive mental health consultation services. Programs of mental health education to groups and to the public can have a similar spanning effect upon attitudes and knowledge. The diagram in Figure 2, using Caplan's consultation categories (3), illustrates the "shadow" populations potentially affected by the different types of consultation, education and community organization services.

A social worker may request consultation in behalf of a depressed mother in the worker's caseload. Together in client-oriented consultation, the worker and consultant may serve to maintain the mother adequately within her own home through provision of some kind of emotional support or environmental change; or they may draw upon other community resources, including the mental health facility, to resolve the problem. The caseworker's experiences in working through this client's problems can have application to similar situations within her caseload.

A teacher having difficulty in maintaining discipline within her class-
room may explore the problem with the mental health consultant. In doing so, she may gain a better understanding of her interactions with students and develop new techniques appropriate to the classroom. Consultee-oriented consultation of this type may have positive influence upon 150 or more students passing through her classroom each day -- and so it goes as the level at which consultation takes place moves upward.

The degree of impact services will have is a function of many variables. The competence of the consultant or educator, the capabilities of the consultees or students, the responsiveness of consultee-organizations, the receptivity of the community to social change are but a few of the variables involved. Change, which is the essence of consultation and education services, is usually a slow process and results may be hidden within the complexities of the systems involved.
Figure 2

SPREAD OF MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL INFLUENCE INTO THE COMMUNITY THROUGH INDIRECT SERVICES

- Indirect Mental Health Services Program
  - Case Management
    - Specific Clients
  - Staff Development
    - Consultees' Caseloads
  - Program Development
    - Agency Policies and Practices
  - Community Planning and Coordination
    - Other Agencies and Organizations Programs
  - Community

Information - Education
Participation in the development and coordination of community resources to meet the varied needs of socially dysfunctional members is also an influential use of mental health personnel. A well-functioning social network which relieves social and economic stress may lessen the risk of emotional malfunction which necessitates an individual's entry into the mental health system. Until more is known about the causes of mental illness, efforts of prevention and control at the environmental level come a step closer to mental health than the prevention model based upon early case finding and intervention through treatment.

Development of Consultative Relationship

Most communities have been conditioned to accept direct treatment services. People are accustomed to the role of patient within a medical system and anticipate similar protocol within the psychiatric clinic setting. Mental health education is more readily accepted as a legitimate service of the mental health system than are consultation services. Personnel of social agencies and other professionals frequently are not prepared to accept or employ consultation services in combination, or in lieu of direct services for their clients. The expectations which many social agents have of mental health services can result in resistance to or rejection of consultation relationships. The appropriate expectations and use of consultation must be communicated to social agents in order to stimulate a demand for this service.

Some general developmental steps are required in bringing a consultation relationship between a mental health consultant and an agency to maturity. The theoretical diagram in Figure 3 defines the steps involved in the process.

The developmental stages are based upon the assumption that consultation services are new to the community. Under circumstances in which social agents are knowledgeable about the use of consultation, the first two steps of the process may be passed through quickly. For example, in some instances, group consultation may develop before consultees ask for individual consultation.
Figure 3

STEPS IN THE MATURATION OF A CONSULTATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE AND A COMMUNITY AGENCY (THEORETICAL)

**Objectives at Each Step**

**Making Presence Known**
- Community Committees
- Formal Contact - Phone, Correspondence
- Informal Contacts
- Public Media
- Through Other Agencies

**Testing Period**
- Emergency Consultation
- Limited Direct Treatment

**Scheduled Consultation - Individual Consultee**
- Client-Oriented
- Consultee-Oriented

**Scheduled Consultation - Group**
- Inservice Training
- Intra-Agency Personnel Problems
- Client-Oriented
- Personal Development

**Scheduled Consultation - Administrative**
- Program Development
- Personnel Development

**Total Acceptance of Consultation**
- Agency incorporates mental health considerations into its own structure, using mental health consultant appropriately and efficiently within and in interaction with other agencies and the community.
It is essential that those concerned with the fiscal and administrative management of an indirect services program be aware of the time necessary to initiate and maintain relationships which allow for successful delivery of these services. Time-consuming meetings, crisis intervention and other kinds of contacts may be necessary to achieve entry into a consultation relationship. Once achieved, the relationship has possibilities for a broad level of effective service.
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DIVERSITY AMONG LOCAL PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA

A key feature of Short-Doyle legislation is its provision for local administration and control of community mental health programs. This factor allows for wide diversity in the patterns of services and in program operations. Given this independence, local leadership determines which services are made available and the manner in which they are delivered.

The first part of this chapter examines the variability between Short-Doyle programs in the areas of organization, service emphasis and administrative influence. The second section attempts to forecast some effects of the new Lanterman-Petris-Short legislation.
Local autonomy has been a major emphasis of the Short-Doyle legislation in the State of California. Under the original legislation, state funding of local programs has been based on the total monies designated for the mental health programs by the counties conditioned only by the total state appropriation for local mental health services. Short-Doyle legislation has required that at least two out of the original five services be established, one of which must be a treatment or diagnostic service. Other than that requirement, those establishing a program have been free to select the combination of services to be offered and the administrative format for the delivery of services.

**Organization**

Individual Short-Doyle programs are organized in a variety of ways. They may operate as part of the local Department of Health, be attached to a general hospital or exist as a department within the county organization. Position in the county organizational structure and within the health care system has considerable impact upon a program's policies and development. Negotiations to gain program support become less effective as the number of levels increase between Short-Doyle administration and the top power structure.

Organization for delivery of services is also varied. Some programs are highly centralized, with most or all services located and rendered at one general location. A less centralized approach is the establishment of outlying branches which provide limited or specialized services. The team approach in which staff members from several disciplines go out into the community is another method of providing services.

A noticeable trend in the larger counties is toward regionalization. With this form of organization, a county or service area is divided into smaller geographical units and a relatively comprehensive program is established within each unit. Effort is devoted to fitting these
branch programs into the uniqueness of the particular communities in which they are located.

**Service Emphasis**

Programs seem to fall within a continuum from those functioning largely within the traditional patient-oriented pattern to those operating within a broader environmental pattern. Two terms, often used interchangeably, are employed discretely here to distinguish between the extremes of the continuum. The first term, community psychiatry, is used to describe treatment programs which have been established in the community to provide easier accessibility for persons seeking help. The second term, community mental health, is used to describe programs which focus upon the social context from which patients come as well as upon patients' therapeutic needs.

The major intent of the community psychiatry model is that of making treatment programs more accessible to the patient. The community is viewed as the supplier of patients, the provider of financial support and the receptor of released patients. The emphasis is upon "patient" and "treatment". Prevention of mental illness in this context is based upon a theory of progressive severity of the disorder. Early casefinding and treatment can intercede in the progression and, thus, prevent the patient from becoming increasingly dysfunctional. Information, consultation and education services are provided only upon demand and in an ad hoc manner.

At the other end of the program continuum is the community mental health model. The community is viewed as a network of social subsystems which nurture both mental illness and mental health. Program staff aim toward establishing a partnership with other caregiving agents to provide support for the mental health of persons within high risk populations. Professional, therapeutic support is available to alleviate crisis; however, consultation, education and community organization services are the hub of this type of program.

A few rural programs in California approach the community mental health pattern. A tendency exists for branch centers of larger county programs
to approach the community mental health pattern, but the long-term trend, certain in terms of fiscal outlay, is toward greater relative emphasis upon community psychiatry (Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image)

Most programs now function somewhere between the community psychiatry pattern and the community mental health pattern. A few maintain formal structures which include both patterns by incorporating units of consultation and education into the organization separate from clinical services. The consultation and education unit is staffed with specialists in the techniques of consultation, education and community organization. The unit is typically responsible to the same position of authority as are the treatment units. This type of program differs from a community psychiatric program in that community services are recognized as a significant responsibility of the organization. It differs from a community mental health program as defined in that the patient remains isolated from the rest of the community social network as far as the therapist is concerned.
Administrative Influence

From our observations, program leadership towers in importance above all other variables conditioning the type and career of a program. The administrator's interpretation of the extent of psychiatric-mental health responsibility resting upon the program dictates the balance between community services and treatment services.

The administrator who views emotional disorder primarily as a medical phenomenon requiring highly skilled professionals in its treatment places his highest priority upon inpatient, day hospital and outpatient units. He staffs these units with therapists. Patients are his responsibility as long as they remain patients. Mental health consultants, educators and community organization specialists are last on his staffing priority scale. If these professionals are hired, he views their function as separate from the rest of the program. He looks at community relationships as the means of informing residents of his program's existence and availability as a psychiatric treatment resource and to gain the necessary public support for the program's maintenance within the community's political structure. The resultant program fits into the community psychiatry category.

The administrator who views emotional disorder as at least in part a social phenomenon requiring more than psychiatric treatment develops a less self-sufficient program. Consultation, education and community services are high on his priority scale. Treatment units are kept at a minimum. He staffs his program with professionals adept at relating to the community and capable of augmenting skills of other caregiving agents in the community. Disturbed persons, whenever possible, are maintained outside the treatment program through consultative support to social agents responsible for their welfare. When a client of a social agent is taken into a treatment unit, the social agent is kept informed of the patient's progress and is expected to maintain or resume responsibility upon his release. The administrator considers his program a part of the community's social network and shares responsibility in providing services which work toward the well-being of the total community. This type of program, in our terminology, is a community mental health program.
Social, economic and political conditions such as the rural or urban character of the county, the political attitudes and the degree of affluence of the county also influence the program. However, counties have been found comparable in these characteristics providing very different patterns of mental health services under administrators of different philosophical orientations.

Examples of Types of Programs

No program in California is a pure example of either community psychiatry or community mental health. All programs allocate some portion of their budget to indirect services. No program remains static through the years, although the rate of change may vary significantly within different counties. The examples given below are results of project observations in the past two years(1). Each one may have changed in service modalities since it was visited. For this reason, the programs are not identified.

Community Psychiatric Program. The program philosophy and resultant organization of Program A is built upon psychiatry as an established branch of medicine with the organization meeting the needs of the mentally ill who enter within its own walls. Inpatient services are provided under contract by the county general hospital with the mental health services furnishing the psychiatric treatment. A day care program provides occupational, group and recreational therapy and some rehabilitation services. The outpatient services include a walk-in clinic which serves as a major admitting unit for the total program, screens potential state hospital commitments and provides individual therapy for outpatients. All services are readily available to any patient with little administrative procedural restraint. Therapists assume little or no responsibility for communication with referral agents in regard to patients. Self referral is the program's preferred means of entry. Consultation services are provided to community agents by selected staff members but there is little involvement in mental health education services. The Director defines his role in community affairs as that of technical consultant on matters involving mental health. Within this advisory role he participates in significant community activities but can remain aloof from community conflict.
Program A is located in a county with a population of over 400,000. Agriculture is the most significant economic activity of the county with manufacturing closely related to agricultural production next in importance. The political climate is considered to be somewhat conservative. The mental health services are a separate department of the county located next to the county hospital.

**Community Mental Health Program.** Program B functions within the philosophy that mental health is the responsibility of the entire social network. Major emphasis is placed upon the integration of mental health services with other social services in the community. Staff members work to build relationships with other agencies and social agents in order to bring together supportive services which further the client's well-being. Patients, other than those in emergency status, are accepted only upon referral from professionals and agencies.

It is a program intent to see patient/clients whenever possible in the referral agent's office with the mental health professional working to make the treatment a part of the individual's social management plan. No fine line is drawn between consultation and treatment. Client/patient, consultant/therapist and caseworker integrate their efforts, which may include prescription of drugs, individual therapy, consultation between professionals, as well as inclusion of the family and other social agents, in doing what is deemed necessary to assist the client.

If a client is seen at the office of the mental health services, progress reports are provided the referral agent in written form (with permission from the patient) after each interview. The patient is returned to the referral source for appropriate long-term supportive services as soon as his condition warrants it. Consultation with the mental health professional frequently continues through this period of supportive care.

Inpatient services are provided within a medical-surgical ward at the county hospital with nursing and medical staff playing an important role in the provision of care. Patients are assigned to regular hospital wards and are in no way identified as psychiatric patients. Here, too,
close communication and coordination are maintained with the referring agent in the expectation that the patient will be returned to the referring agent; thus, maintaining continuity of services after hospitalization. The mental health services staff do the psychiatric evaluation, consult with nurses serving the patient and are readily available to assist in the care of medical-surgical patients who may have psychiatric difficulties. Through every means the mental health professionals work to prevent persons from being "dumped" into the mental health services and cut off from the community.

This program is located in a county with a population of approximately 100,000 persons. The economic base is predominately agricultural production with lumbering and wood processing the leading manufacturing industries. Politically, the area is conservative. Short-Doyle was actively opposed by a substantial group of citizens before the county established mental health services.

Combined Psychiatric Mental Health Program. Program C patterns its services into two separate programs under one administrative head. Treatment services meet the criteria for a community psychiatric program while the consultation and education services function to create social change appropriate to the mental health of the community. The latter focuses particularly upon the network of social service agents concerned with high-risk populations. A field consultation team and the rehabilitation services bridge the two sectors of the total program. This is the one area in which the community services and the treatment services come together. Staff of the indirect services unit are well trained mental health consultants and educators. The program is modeled after Gerald Caplan's theories and processes. Staff are deeply involved in working with the school system, poverty programs, drug abuse and other current social problem areas as well as in providing mental health education to lay groups and the general public.

The mental health program is located in a sophisticated urban community which supports a wide range of social services. The program is under the overall direction of the Director of the City Department of Public
Health with active administration being carried on by a program chief. The large outpatient clinic is under the supervision of a clinic chief responsible to the program chief while indirect services are under the direct supervision of the program chief.

**Impact of Recent Legislation**

Implementation of recent legislation may move programs into greater conformity with each other. Procedures for persons involuntarily detained for evaluation and treatment are prescribed in detail within the Community Mental Health Services Law, effective July 1, 1969. How much influence the explicit structuring of services for the involuntary patient will have on the total pattern of services in a program is yet to be determined.

The pooling of state hospital and local program funds plus the funding priority system may restrict the prerogative of local programs more than expected within the legislative intent. The legislation addresses itself primarily to residential psychiatric treatment services with little specific regard for other community-based mental health services. Funding priorities give primacy to psychiatric treatment services for the involuntary patient. Second priority is given to the maintenance of Short-Doyle services established prior to July 1, 1969, and to providing for the care of county residents admitted to state hospitals prior to July 1, 1969 as mentally ill or inebriates. Funds remaining after these two priorities have been met may be used to expand existing programs, to provide services to voluntary patients entering state hospitals after July 1, 1969, or to establish new Short-Doyle programs in accordance with priorities determined by the county.

When this legislation takes effect, counties will have to pay 10% of the cost of state hospitalization to county residents receiving services from state hospitals.* This new fiscal responsibility is offset by the

*The Community Mental Health Services Act does not apply to persons committed as mentally disordered sex offenders, narcotic drug addicts, habit-forming drug addicts, mentally abnormal sex offenders, mentally retarded persons, juvenile court wards and mentally disordered criminal offenders.
shift from 75% state reimbursement to 90% state reimbursement for mental health service costs.

Characteristically, counties are meeting these legislative changes in diverse ways. The fate of community services in competition for program funds is uncertain. It is apparent from Figure 4 that fiscally, indirect services have not kept pace with other services over the years. Figure 5 reflects the dollar amounts requested for new or expanded programs by type of service for fiscal year 1969-70. The bar graphs show the percentage approved of the amount requested for each service. For example, of the $14.7 million requested for additional inpatient services, 71.5% was approved; of the $1.1 million requested for expanded consultation, education and information services, 12.1% was approved.

The Department of Mental Hygiene and individual county mental health programs support and function, within legislative and regulatory limitations, to maintain local autonomy within the mental health system. The diversity in organization, administration and operations reflect this commitment to the principle of local determination. Individual programs are shaped in large part by the orientation of their leadership toward community involvement. This orientation is demonstrated
to a large degree by the extent of the indirect services program provided. Recent legislation may have significant impact on the course of indirect services as well as on the pattern of direct treatment services.
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IV.

PROGRAM PLANNING

Diversity among programs is more a function of staff interest than of response to community needs. This is particularly true within the indirect services activities. Professional emphasis upon methodology of consultation and education has not provided principles for making the decisions required of administrators in programming these services. Decisions regarding kinds and emphasis of various services are made with insufficient consideration for their interrelatedness. Attitudinal variables play a significant role; expenditures affect demand and costs simultaneously; activities performed in one area have major effects in other areas.

These characteristics support the current intuitive approach to program development. Although this approach is easily defended, a program of indirect services should be based upon an understanding of the interplay between these services and the environment in which they are provided. This section places relevant variables into a framework helpful to program administrators in visualizing this interplay. The aim of this section is to provide ways of thinking about and analyzing recurring problems rather than to provide answers. The emphasis is two-fold: (1) a planning orientation and (2) an analytical approach.
Current State of the Art

The mental health professional is an individualist. He has acquired a body of knowledge in his own speciality, usually within an academic setting, which has provided him with a career orientation toward his world and toward his work. He has a long-term educational investment in himself, is achievement-oriented and desires both financial and emotional satisfaction from his work. He views the organization which employs him as more the base from which he carries out his professional responsibilities than as the source of his professional identity or as the object for his allegiance and status. His professional independence is of major concern to him.

As a specialist, the professional is engrossed in the refinement of processes involved in carrying out his duties and is likely to give little thought to the integration of his services with those of other staff in the development of long-range program plans. He is more likely to view planning at the management level as an invasion of his realm and a threat to his effectiveness as a practitioner.

Candidates for management positions are drawn from the specialist ranks(1). The placement of the psychiatric specialist in the position of the management generalist perpetuates the professionalism syndrome upward through the mental health hierarchy. The laissez-faire attitude toward program development held by the practitioner tends to linger with the psychiatrist-turned-administrator. Beyond the time devoted to survival of the organization, management demands necessitated by budget and fiscal requirements receive most of his administrative attention. The development of a program as it relates to measurable goals and program evaluation is often a paper activity required by budget mandate. Rarely does such planning filter down to influence daily activity, least of all within the indirect services.
The foregoing factors can result in a community mental health program operating far below its effective capacity. Fragmentation, which occurs when individuals substitute personal goals for organizational goals, leads to dilution of overall program effectiveness. Available resources are wasted if not developed to their full potential. Both de-emphasis of indirect services and preoccupation with the process involved in rendering them can lead to less than optimal utilization of staff resources.

Total program planning requires the recognition of major variables, an understanding of the changing nature of the operational environment and offers a means for dealing with this change. The following subsection deals with major areas influencing program development. An awareness of these factors is preliminary to the development of a planned program of community mental health services.

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
(Preparation for Planning)

The planning process begins with an attempt by the administrator to size up the critical or limiting factors to which his program must relate. He must consider the ecology of the total environment, including economic, political, cultural and educational factors. Changes resulting from the passage of time -- the natural consequences of things happening, growing, maturing, aging or being reinvigorated or renewed -- require forecasting to determine their impact on the program. An awareness of the forces interacting within and upon the community is critical not only to planning but to appropriate and timely adjustments in ongoing operations.

The Community

The concept of community mental health presented in this section holds that mental health programs can be more effective if oriented outward toward the community rather than inward toward specific services. This means that program development should begin with acquiring an awareness of the community. The aim here is to provide a logical basis for making decisions concerning services appropriate for particular communities during a selected planning period.
Social, economic, political and geographical characteristics tend to merge to form somewhat unique communities. These factors determine in varying degrees the definition of social problems within the community, the degree of responsibility the community is willing to assume in meeting its social needs and the mechanisms by which these needs are met. Each community mental health program manager must assess these factors to determine whether they represent limitations or opportunities for program implementation.

Sources of data which can help the administrator assess a given community may include the Federal Census Tract publications, records compiled by public departments such as county welfare, health, juvenile probation, state mental hospital facilities, police department, special surveys in large communities and direct staff feedback.

These sources should provide baseline data from which information for planning can be developed. In small communities the community mental health center's manager might be able to process the data into information with little or no manipulation. In the large urban areas a more complicated, statistically-oriented approach might be required(2). Whatever the method used, the basic idea is to know the community.

Community Mental Health Organization

A local community mental health center consists of human, capital and ideational resources. Among the most significant are its size and administrative structure, the orientation of its policy makers, the interest, skills and allocation of its staff and its stage of development. The quantity and quality of each of these factors combine to form a unique organization engaged in satisfying mental health needs in interaction with other systems of human activity and resources within a community.

In designing programs the administrator must set explicit goals and see that his facility is effectively organized to accomplish them. Staff must be analyzed to determine if their skills, attitudes and motivations will move the program toward the stated goals. After completing this analysis, an operational strategy must be developed and communicated to
the staff. The administrator must determine what actions should be taken, by whom and when.

Social Support Network

The social support network includes institutions and agencies such as schools, the local welfare department, the police department, churches, the YMCA and citizen groups. This network is the vehicle through which many indirect services are delivered. These agencies and institutions are a part of the larger community, as is the community mental health center and the relationships established with them determines the success or failure of a local program of indirect services.

The analysis should consist minimally of a classification of all units of this network by type, location and current relations with each. This procedure will point out gaps in coverage and can indicate the areas of greatest strength and weakness. A more useful appraisal might also include an analysis of each agency's receptivity and commitment to mental health related activities.

Staff members can be an invaluable source of knowledge and should participate in the collection, appraisal and classification of information about the social support network.

OBJECTIVES

The situational analysis should provide an awareness and definition of problems within the community. Based upon this awareness and conditioned by available resources, a program manager is in a position to make meaningful statements concerning what he will try to accomplish. These statements of purpose are the program's objectives.

Statements concerning program purposes, in the past, have been too global and platitudinous. The basic difficulty seems to be the vague manner in which objectives are worded. They are not meaningful to persons assigned responsibility for carrying them out. An example of an aim which is not specifically actionable is the following popular statement: "To prevent mental illness, to reduce the incidence of emotional disorders, and treat
persons suffering from mental illness". Although this statement of aim
is a noble one, it does not indicate the specific objectives which are
to be obtained, and, lacking these, it affords no basis for program
emphasis or for evaluation of results. The objective, in general, is
too broadly stated. It is not specific enough to be actionable.

No program manager can detail a plan describing how he will accomplish
a vague and indeterminate objective. The objective(s) must be identified
in such a way that success or failure can be determined. They must be
specific, practical (capable of accomplishment), and verifiable. These
factors, which must be considered when stating objectives, lead to the
necessity of deducing specific planning objectives from broader mental
health objectives. Their selection will remain a local matter, but
should complement larger departmental goals.

The overall goal or the mission for California's mental health system is
given in the following:

"All Californians will have access to appropriate mental
health services that will insure continuity of care and
treatment(3)."

This statement is left to the interpretation of each program director. A
local program director is logically in the best position to know which
services are appropriate to insure continuity of care and treatment. He
will have first-hand knowledge of the resources and barriers in his community
that impinge upon the accomplishment of the overall goal of California's
mental health system. The local Short-Doyle programs will attempt to carry
out this mission in a variety of ways, dependent upon the presenting problems
in their own communities, but should always seek to work toward this major
statement.

After a thorough analysis has been made of the community, after problems
and resources have been identified, and after specific objectives have
been related to the mental health system's purpose, comprehensive plans
can be developed for a program. The following subsection outlines in
detail the basic premises and strategy involved in carrying out a program
of indirect services. In an actual program effort, this would be only
one of many subplans to accomplish overall program objectives.
A PLAN

Objective
Based upon a situational analysis of a community, the newly established mental health organization developed the following long-range and short-term objectives for its indirect services program:

Within five years to have established working relations with the major community social agents, providing a full spectrum of services. By the end of the first year 30% of staff time to be used in providing case management services. By the end of the second year, 50% of staff time to be spent in providing staff development services to agencies.

Basic Assumptions
No tax-supported community mental health program just happens to come into a community. A sense of need mobilizes certain political and lay forces to establish a community mental health organization. The community understands and expects a program of direct treatment services and minimal time is required for these services to become accepted. The indirect services program, influenced by these expectations must manipulate the environment to stimulate demand for non-treatment services through the careful nurturing of relationships within the community. Change is brought about through information and education services, together with community organization activities to create acceptance and pave the way for more widespread use of the full spectrum of these services. With increased acceptance, management is able to provide increasingly efficient and effective deployment of personnel and services by assisting receptive social agents in providing for the mental health needs of their clients. As change is effected in the environment, direct services can be limited more and more to those acute and unusual cases requiring intensive professional psychiatric treatment.

Strategy
The combination of services presented here represents one of many possible strategies for indirect services. The plan does not impose upon the methodology of rendering services by the practitioner but can serve to assist in determining priorities in his selection of contacts and services within the context of defined program objectives. The pattern of services
selected in this plan represents service input for a newly developing community mental health center. The service mix is based upon the following rationale:

1. In the formative period, before and immediately after the establishment of the community mental health center, information and education services receive high priority. The purpose here is to create an awareness of mental health needs by the community and to indicate the availability of mental health services.

2. Community development services also receive high priority initially as staff members collaborate with various agencies, groups and individuals. The initial emphasis on this service is based upon a need for developing and integrating resources and professional specialities within the community.

3. Through provisions of 1 and 2, staff members become identified as potential mental health consultants by other community professionals and establish relationships within agencies through the provision of case management services at the worker level, essentially on a one-to-one basis.

4. Through successful response to requests, consultants build toward a program with emphasis upon staff development services within agencies eventually participating as mental health consultants to persons at the policy level within the community. High input into this service becomes the major ultimate objective. The premise for this objective is the notion that impact will broaden the one-to-one basis so that many more persons within the community will be affected through each contact made with the mental health professional.

A pictorial view of the timing of service inputs is shown in Figure 6. The upper portion is reserved for a graphic representation of the separate services of the indirect services program. The trend lines represent the pattern of services planned to achieve program goals over a period of time. The input of these services may fluctuate and shift in response to resources and stimuli from within the program itself and through its interaction with other factors in the community. The vertical axis measures the magnitude of input and the horizontal axis indicates the passage of time. Any suitable unit of measurement can be applied.

The lower portion of the graph represents the community, social agencies and the community mental health center's resources. Only negligible shifts are indicated and are intended for illustrative purposes. To be fully operational, the model would require continuous monitoring of each of the related variables.
It can be seen that education-information services gradually shift from high input levels to low input levels but continue to remain a part of the program. Similar input levels are planned for community development services. Case management activities to community agents needing support in times of crisis are a standard service but limited more and more to the acute cases as staff development services begin to have more effect.

Assuming that this pattern of services is effective, changes should occur in the components shown in the lower section of the figure. The following changes are anticipated: The environmental system will be undergoing gradual positive change through favorable community acceptance; members of the support network gradually gain increasing confidence in program staff; increased proficiency of program staff occurs as positive relations develop with the community.

It should be evident to the practitioner that a program's development must progress much as the maturation process of a consultation relationship in establishing itself. Each step of the process is conditioned by the community's readiness and the mental health professionals' awareness of its readiness.

Although it is still impossible to quantify all the factors involved, the experienced mental health professional recognizes the optimal time to move into an agency, into another form of service, or out of an agency. There is also an optimal time when a program can move into the next general phase of development. If either fails to exploit the moment, an opportunity is lost. If effort is not suitably sustained, decay effects set in and that which has been put into the effort is wasted. Management must consider these factors in planning and assessing the ongoing program.

Readjustment of Planned Input

Due to the imperfect state of knowledge about the major variables and the changing nature of the environment, it will frequently be necessary to alter planned service inputs. A plan is not a static entity.

The preceding description of the interplay of services provides the basis for showing readjustments in planning which results from disturbances...
in one or more of the major variables. Figure 7 is a simplified version of the model in Figure 6, illustrating a negative disturbance in community resources. Although all components of the indirect services portion will be influenced, for simplicity, the indirect services portion of this Figure shows only the services of education and information and of community development. Only the community system is shown in the lower portion.

An example of a disturbance in the community system would be an increase in drug abuse within the adolescent population. The community expresses concern and calls upon the mental health services for assistance in dealing with the problem.

At time $T_1$ the community system takes a negative shift resulting in a need to adjust input into the services. The service mix is changed to allow more concentration in the areas of education-information and in community planning and coordination. Beginning at time $T_1$ staff time for these two services has been adjusted upward. At $T_2$ it peaks and begins shifting back toward the original pattern. The total effect of the disturbance is an extension of that point in time where staff development becomes the predominate service (assuming no further disturbance in the total system in increase in program resources).

**MONITORING OPERATIONS**

It is obvious that an information system is necessary to utilize this model for effective deployment of both staff and services. Any intelligence system should (1) accurately reflect the operations of the program and (2) report the operations in a manner relevant to decisions managers must make about the program.

After a system of reporting has been developed and experience gained within a particular program, the program director is in a position to make fairly reliable estimates of the variability of his operations. With this knowledge he can begin operating with some degree of control.

One method of monitoring operations is shown by the chart in Figure 8. This chart can be used to indicate when a particular service is in control.
Figure 6

FLANNED PATTERN OF SERVICE INPUT INDICATING INTERACTION WITH MAJOR ELEMENTS WITHIN THE RESOURCE NETWORK THROUGHOUT THE PLANNING PERIOD.
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and when it is moving out of control. If the planned level of the service seems to be moving out of the normal operating range, as indicated by reported data, this chart provides a measure of the likelihood of its actually going out of control. Thus, the chart becomes a useful tool for indicating deviations from management's plan of action.

Usual or chance variations are expressed on the control chart in the form of control limits which are subjectively determined. Variations which lie within these limits are due to unassignable causes or normal operating variability. When reported data indicate operations are outside the limits, planned resource input is out of control, automatically signaling a need to investigate the situation. Looking at Figure 8 again, it is obvious that the planned level of service is going according to schedule up until point $T_1$ on the time axis. At this point, management would see that the service is definitely out of control, and should take remedial action of some kind.

An investigation of wide variation between planned program input and actual input can be useful in determining changes in the support network,
shifts in community resources, unrealistic planning premises, and/or unforeseen changes occurring through time. A change in any one of these areas may invalidate the original plan and indicate a need for adjustment.
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V.

PROBLEMS OF REPORTING

Mental health professionals devote their occupational lives to mastering complex, subtle processes of personal interaction. Reporting systems require the translation of these processes into abstract numbers which, in the eyes of the professional, strip interactions of their essential qualities. Practitioners are uncomfortable, if not fearful, of having their services determined and evaluated on the basis of this kind of accountability. Reporting systems designed to quantify their activities have, at best, been found wanting.
People Problems

Mental health practitioners share a universal dislike for paperwork. Day-to-day recording of routine activity which forms the basis for statistical reports is an onerous chore. Activities must be forced into categories not appropriate to the interacting process being represented. Resultant numerical, analytical reports are suspect. Subtleties of human interaction, which are the substance of professional existence, are not readily amenable to quantification. This approach can result in distortion of reality and may even prove harmful when applied to decision-making. The less-than-devoted response to reporting requirements and each one's awareness of fellow workers' like responses add to the wary attitude toward data. This jaundiced view of statistical data is reinforced by the inability of scientific inquiry to produce clear evidence of the effectiveness of the profession's efforts which, in turn, lead practitioners to consider further inquiry either a waste of time or a threat to their professional value system.

The limited usefulness that routine reports can provide a practitioner, the awareness of the weaknesses inherent in the generation of raw data and the inevitable sense of surveillance inherent in having to account for activity, in combination, create a situation far from conducive to ready acceptance of data as a basis for planning, managing and assessing programs.

The response of consultants and educators to the duty of recording activities for mental health reporting systems also seems to be influenced by the service orientation of the program within which they function. Consultants and educators attached to organized units of indirect services are inclined toward some program direction, and are skilled in consultation and education processes. They tend to exercise care in their efforts to record activities appropriately. Frustrations due to inadequacies of the present reporting system are strong, reflecting a need to justify their services, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Competition with the more traditional
treatment units reinforces this need. Concentration upon processes as the fundamental bases for a reporting system has led indirect services personnel to doubt that their activities can ever be quantified adequately. They record their activities in an established format, viewing this requirement as burdensome, but necessary.

Individual consultants attached to treatment-oriented programs and staff who have only portions of their time allocated to these services are more inclined to consider indirect services a minor aspect of their program. Their activities give evidence of less cohesive planning and frequently indicate less concern about the distinctions between processes in performing their consultation and education activities. The appropriateness of reporting categories is of less concern to them, and the pressure to justify the indirect service portion of their activities is less acute than that of staff devoting full time to consultation and education. Responsibility for data collection is often delegated to clerical staff who find it necessary to badger the professionals for the needed information.

Rural programs have small staffs who carry responsibility for both treatment and non-treatment services. The type of rural programs which limit direct treatment services to persons referred by social agents in the community make extensive use of consultation and education services in conjunction with treatment services. Their activities are often a blend of consultation and treatment services. The present reporting system does not allow for this possibility and forces considerable distortion in reporting of activities. A major concern of staff in this type of program is the time required in maintaining a reporting system which is patently inappropriate for their activities.

Other rural programs have a strong treatment orientation. Consultation and education services are included in their budgets primarily for the reimbursement potential. In these programs, consultation and education activities are in response to community request. Allocation of staff to these requests is based upon the availability of personnel and their willingness to assume these services. Reporting of these activities is haphazard and of little concern to staff or management,
System Problems

Present data systems in the psychiatric field have evolved from the medical chart. The counts of patients according to social, diagnostic and treatment categories provide information about persons processed through the confines of a medical system. Such data have meaning for those directly responsible for patient treatment services; they are not sufficient for the information needs of administrators managing community mental health programs which are involved with more than treatment services.

Pioneers in the community mental health movement attempted to resolve the conceptual problems of incorporating non-treatment services into the traditional psychiatric establishment by distinguishing between direct treatment services and indirect non-treatment services. In the beginning of the community movement, this concept seemed reasonable. Therapy rarely took place outside the treatment setting; consultation techniques were of foremost concern in developing indirect services. It was feasible to declare that, regardless of the circumstances under which psychiatric treatment took place, it was to be designated as a direct service. Since consultation and education services were viewed as distinctly separate from treatment situations and usually rendered outside the psychiatric facility, the distinction seemed logical.

As programs have become more deeply involved with mental health problems of communities, the distinction between direct and indirect services is less valid. Services are rendered under much less rigid circumstances. Treatment may occur outside as well as inside the treatment facility and, similarly, non-treatment services can take place in either setting. Also treatment may occur in conjunction with non-treatment services. As these services have become more conjointed, the treatment-non-treatment dichotomy has lost much of its original capability to discriminate.

Efforts to classify, dissect and reclassify activities of indirect services into infinitely smaller segments have been a major undertaking in many community mental health programs. Categories of particular services are actually descriptions of the processes involved in performing these services. For example, consultation has been variously classified
as case-centered, program-centered, crisis-oriented, client-centered, consultee-centered, collaborative, ad infinitum. Similar examples can be cited for other indirect services. This classification process is especially valuable to practitioners, trainees and researchers who require an understanding of the subtleties involved. However, as these fine gradations are carried over into administrative reporting systems, they become burdensome and administratively inappropriate.

This tendency toward finer and finer gradations has made it difficult to record activities accurately. In practice, often more than one method or process is drawn upon in a single encounter. The mental health professional is forced to make an arbitrary decision as to which category most appropriately reflects the activity for reporting purposes. Since the statement and interpretation of definitions and categories is dependent significantly upon the philosophy, knowledge and training of the professional, inconsistencies in reporting are assured.

Even if reliable data were generated, no rationale exists for converting them into information. The statement that a program has provided 200 hours of client-oriented consultation during a month does little more than account for a portion of the consultation staff's time. This bit of data floats in limbo unless given meaning through some rationale about the relationship of client-oriented consultation to the rest of the program and to the intent of these services within the community.

When evaluated on the basis of standard data collection criteria, the following charges against the existing system for indirect services reporting appear to be justified:

1. The current data system does not provide meaningful comparisons of local activities at the state level.

2. The current data system provides little meaningful information for local use.
   a. Data collected in the local programs provide only limited description of contacts within the community.
   b. Data provide no indicators for evaluating impact of indirect services in the community.
3. The data collected now are not reliable.
   a. Definitions are not discrete.
   b. Reporting within and between programs is not consistent.
   c. Items in the reporting system are inadequate for categorizing activities forcing inconsistencies in the reporting.

4. The data collection has little known validity. There is no clear statement as to what present data are intended to measure.

5. No clearly defined statements have been made, either at the state level or the local level as to the use for indirect services data. Data collected is seldom brought into decision-making at any level with the exception of those few programs which base their budgets for indirect services on actual hours spent in indirect services.

Improvement in routine accounting for services of the kind considered here must overcome process hang-ups, contain categories suitable to activities of a wide range and place these services in juxtaposition with other services of the organization.
VI.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION MODEL

Reporting systems for indirect services have, to date, been inadequate and ineffectual. Data generated by these systems have been unreliable, inconsistent, and invalid because of the particular conceptual framework around which they are designed.

An alternative to existing reporting models will be presented in this chapter. It has the advantages of being comprehensive, of being divisible into enough sectors to permit logical analysis, and of being functional for managers.

Three major factors distinguish this model from existing systems:

1. The practice of classifying services as either direct or indirect (treatment-non-treatment) is not a part of this model.

2. Reliance on particular techniques or processes as the basis for classifying services is eliminated.

3. The tendency toward finer and finer gradations of activities has been reversed in favor of using only four major service categories.
New Classifications

The ten reimbursable services under the Short-Doyle Act are tools for working toward the goals of community mental health. Reporting systems which treat these tools as ends in themselves have certain built-in assumptions which may or may not be true. For instance, the assumption that persons receiving inpatient services are more acutely disturbed and are receiving a different kind of therapy from persons receiving outpatient services may or may not be a valid assumption. Similar assumptions result in other services available to a community mental health program being viewed as separate and distinct entities, i.e., mutually exclusive events. Nowhere is the fallacy of the latter assumption more pointed than in the area of indirect services. A single contact may involve several services, include both treatment and non-treatment activities and depend upon the use of overlapping techniques for successful completion.

In working through the reporting problems surrounding indirect services it became evident that a treatment-non-treatment dichotomy is not an effective conceptualization around which to build a reporting system. The conceptual design moves far beyond the original effort to quantify indirect services and encompasses the total mental health program within one frame of reference using staff time as the unit of measurement and designating four broad categories of staff activity. This system, combined with the individual patient reporting system, can provide a summary statement of program activities on a routine basis.

Before considering the reporting format, it is essential that the treatment-non-treatment dichotomy of past reporting systems be put out of mind. This dispenses with the use of terms "direct services" and "indirect services" distinguished by therapy and non-therapy activities.

A more useful dichotomy can be made by distinguishing between "in-facility" and "out-of-facility" activities. Several advantages accrue from this conceptual division. First, the facility concept avoids focusing around the nuances of methodology and processes which have resulted in unreliable
data. The parameters are broader, permitting ease in classification of activities when several services are performed in a given contact. Second, this conceptualization permits selection of a measuring unit common to both clinical and non-clinical kinds of activities. A common measure should serve to integrate the heretofore separate systems. Also, a more complete and accurate enumeration should result as the need to choose between subsystems is eliminated.

The in-facility setting carries with it a group of resource, planning and management considerations which differ from those involved in providing services out-of-facility. Physical plant, man-hour requirements, personnel qualifications and transportation are only a few of the factors posing different tactical problems. The physical plant is a significant factor in supplying treatment services in the facility. It is of less concern in rendering services out of the community. Transportation and travel time are significant factors in the provision of services within other settings but have little importance in the consideration of in-facility services. Training services in-facility may require plant space and staff scheduling not required for education services to other agency groups. Staff can be assigned and maintained with relative consistency within the clinic. Services rendered out-of-facility may be unscheduled, set by community agents or negotiated between the mental health professional and the agent with less regard for the working routine of the mental health facility. Crisis situations within the community require different entry protocol and resources from those required in an emergency room at the hospital. Information which makes the distinction between in-facility and out-of-facility activities will not eliminate the need for executive judgment; however, such information can facilitate the decision-making process.

The Concept of Jurisdiction

Although the facility terminology has a general locational connotation, it is defined not so much by location as by jurisdictional sanction. The rationale determining the demarcation between in-facility and out-of-facility services is based on the authority governing entry into service.

A community can be viewed as consisting of an aggregate of domains, each with its recognized responsibilities, power structure, defined territory
and controlled entry. Each domain has its gatekeepers who screen qualifications of those seeking entry.

Within their established domain, the staff of the mental health facility have prescribed responsibilities for the psychiatric treatment of patients for whom they carry the authority of acceptance or rejection for services. A person desiring entry into patient status at a mental health facility is required to meet certain qualifications (some of which are totally irrelevant to his needs). His type and degree of dysfunction, motivational attitude, age, income and residence may all enter into the determination of his acceptance. His qualifications are evaluated by mental health personnel and if he fails to meet the criteria, sanction to enter this jurisdiction is denied by the mental health personnel. If the gate is opened to him, services on his behalf fall into the in-facility class.

The assumption of community mental health responsibilities take mental health professionals into the jurisdictional arena of other agencies and groups. A mental health professional desirous of serving the mental health needs of persons identified with other social agencies is placed in the position of petitioning to provide services in those domains or awaiting the request from others to become involved. He, too, must meet a set of criteria, frequently subtle and ill-defined. His professional classification, age, sex, length of residence in the community, background and personality plus his expertise in presenting his services become involved in the screening process. Permission for his entry into other domains is dependent upon his assumed worth and the suitability of his services in the eyes of gatekeepers of those jurisdictions. Services he renders in other jurisdictions fall within the out-of-facility class.

In determining jurisdictional authority, a basic assumption must be made that all applicants are desirous of entry into the domain of the mental health agency and that mental health professionals are desirous of entering into the other domains. The right of a patient to reject treatment in the mental health domain or of a mental health professional to refuse to render a service in another domain does not alter the jurisdictional determination. If an agent of another domain agrees to meet in the office of the mental health professional for consultation regarding his clients, the service
still remains an out-of-facility service because the jurisdictional sanction for using consultation services is within the agent's or his agency's prerogative.

Reporting Categories

The hypothesis that much of emotional disorder is primarily social in origin dominates the formulation of the reporting model. The thesis that community mental health is the responsibility of all social agents justifies the equating of staff development consultation to other agencies with staff development within the mental health organization itself. Improved professional functioning of mental health personnel in behalf of the mental health of agency clients can be considered in the same context as improved professional functioning of mental health personnel in behalf of patients. The depth of technical knowledge and degree of responsibility may differ between the types of professionals but the long-range goal for both is to assist people to become socially competent.

Administrative consultation to other agencies and administrative functioning within the mental health organization also vary in degree and focus but, again, the long-range intent is the same -- to facilitate the delivery of services which advance the recipient's social competence.

The format incorporates services rendered by the mental health staff to patients and community with in-house activities. They can be separated within categories by the jurisdictional division and the definitions of categories.

A general definition of each major category is followed by definitions appropriate to the in-facility and out-of-facility variations upon that definition. Each general category includes a brief explanation of its relationship to the other categories in the model.

Case Management

Activities of mental health personnel applied to mental health problems of specific individuals:
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IN-FACILITY

Activities performed in behalf of a person acquiring patient status with the mental health organization's jurisdiction, exemplified by his suitability to receive a case number or to be billed for services. This status is indicative of the mental health facility's acceptance or responsibility for certain aspects of the patient's welfare. Activities with persons significant to a patient are part of this category so long as the patient is receiving treatment.

The determining factor in distinguishing this category from others is that activities here are addressed to the problems of identified persons for whom the mental health personnel or a social agent has the responsibility. The mental health professional, a social agent (or both) has (have) direct contact with the person under consideration. The intent of activities is to produce change which benefits the person, whether the mental health professional directs his efforts toward change in the person or in the agent's pattern of interaction with that person. Any kind of activity -- treatment, consultation, referral, etc., focusing upon or around the person which involves the mental health professional is appropriate to this category.

In distinguishing between the subcategories of in-facility or out-of-facility, jurisdictional authority for permitting the activity must be determined. Services to a person requesting status as a patient of the mental health facility come under the in-facility subcategory. Services requested of the mental health professional by someone in a jurisdiction other than the mental health facility belong in the out-of-facility subcategory. Home visits to patients on the mental health facility caseload belong under in-facility and those visits to persons at home who are not yet patients or will not be recorded as patients as a result of those visits belong under the out-of-facility subcategory. "Staffing" of a case to determine a diagnosis or a pattern of treatment is to be recorded as an in-facility case management activity.

OUT-OF-FACILITY

Activities performed in behalf of a person outside the mental health organization's jurisdiction. Such service is initiated at the request of someone within another jurisdiction. (A private home is considered another jurisdiction unless the person to be seen is a patient of the mental health facility.)
**Staff Development**

Activities of mental health personnel intended to increase the knowledge and skills of workers for the improvement and protection of the mental health of persons coming within their responsibility:

**IN-FACILITY**

Activities carried on within the mental health facility's jurisdiction which are intended to develop and expand the abilities and knowledge of persons participating in the care and treatment of patients or in the provision of mental health services to other jurisdictional agents.

**OUT-OF-FACILITY**

Activities carried on in other jurisdictions by mental health professionals which are intended to develop and expand knowledge and abilities of other professionals to apply mental health principles and techniques to their work.

The determining factor in distinguishing this category from others is that activities here are directed toward persons (including mental health volunteers) carrying or expecting to carry responsibility for particular groups of clients. They may be trained mental health professionals with specific objectives regarding mentally ill or disordered persons or they may be non-mental health professionals such as clergy, social workers and school teachers whose work bring them into frequent contact with people having mental health problems. The general category makes no distinction between in-service training of mental health professionals in other jurisdictions. This is a break from the traditional separation of in-service training in the facility as a part of administrative activities and such activity out-of-facility as a service. The intent in both areas is to better prepare workers to respond to the mental health implications of their responsibilities. The differences lie in the varying degrees of specialization, expertise and responsibility expected from mental health professionals and professionals of other disciplines. Data recorded here under the out-of-facility subcategory of staff development reflect community services in this area in the more traditional sense.

No reporting distinction is made as to the role of the mental health professional in the activity. The activity is recorded if he is leading a session or functioning as a participant. In-service training on a one-to-one teacher-student basis is appropriate to this category.
Situations in which case histories are used primarily as illustrative matter, even though action upon the case may result, are to be recorded under the category of Staff Development.

**Program Administration and Development**

Activities of mental health personnel intended to develop and maintain programs within the mental health jurisdiction and to influence policies and programs of other agencies which have an effect upon the mental health of high-risk populations.

**IN-FACILITY**

Activities focused upon the overall effectiveness of the mental health facility's operations. Operational activities include budgeting, forecasting, research, staffing, record-keeping, policy and decision-making, goal setting and controlling and evaluating operations.

**OUT-OF-FACILITY**

Activities focused upon consultation and collaboration with administrative staffs of other jurisdictions regarding policies, program planning and development; coordination of community services in behalf of high-risk populations.

The determining factor in distinguishing this category from others is that activities here are directed toward administrative and organizational tasks. The general category makes no distinction between activities intended to improve functions of the mental health facility and activities in participation with existing resources in the community. The intent in both areas is to affect maximum performance and utilization of available resources. The difference lies in whether activities are directed toward improving the efficiency of operations within the mental health facility or are aimed at influencing the entities outside the mental health jurisdiction.

Regional and statewide meetings of the Department of Mental Hygiene which are concerned with policies and administrative changes or program changes belong in the in-facility category. Consultation regarding development of school curricula pertinent to mental health education, for example, should be recorded under the out-of-facility subcategory.
Information and Education

Activities of mental health professionals directed toward informing the general public and educating special interest groups about mental health and mental disorders.

**IN-FACILITY**

Activities performed in informing visitors of the facility; preparation of materials to be disseminated outside the facility and staff participation in educational activities of general professional interest.

**OUT-OF-FACILITY**

Activities performed in providing information and educating persons outside the mental health jurisdiction through mass media, seminars, and workshops; consultation to lay groups in development of seminars and workshops.

The determining factor in distinguishing this category from others is that activities here are primarily directed toward the general public. One intent of these activities is to communicate ideas and facts about mental health and the functions of the mental health facility in the community.

A second intent is to provide opportunities for special interest groups to increase their level of knowledge about mental health and mental illness. The basic difference between education and staff development is that education concentrates on knowledge underlying the field; whereas, the emphasis in staff development is on increasing professional competence. Education is concept-oriented; staff development is skill-development-oriented.

**Reporting Format**

This reporting system reflects all professional staff activities based upon a single unit of accountability -- staff time. The reporting form to be used by the staff member can take one of several designs. The suggested sample at the end of this chapter is fashioned after the usual individual appointment calendar; however, administrative activities not requiring an appointment must also be reported on this form.

Each category of the form can be refined to satisfy the needs of the individual, the ward or clinic or the organization. A wide range of subcategories can be created through use of numerical coding within each
major category. Representative examples of coded subcategories are included at the foot of the form. By these means, the reporting system can meet the local needs with flexibility and still provide the more gross data required at the state level with compatibility.

The "Summary of Program" format is designed to provide an overview of program activities for a month, quarter or a year. Data for Item II, In-Facility Case Management, come from outside this reporting instrument. The inclusion of individual patient data gives indication of the volume of in-facility patient services rendered by staff within the hours devoted to case management.

Data included in Item III, Out-of-Facility Contacts, provide information about the volume and distribution of staff services to the various types of social agents in the community. The tally of the number of clients considered under out-of-facility case management affords some indication of the number of persons influenced in some manner by this service.

Accounting for the number of new, on-going, closed and renewed contacts with social agents in the community gives evidence of the type of relationships existing between the mental health organization and the community. This accounting, over a period of time, can give indication of trends in community involvement.

This method of reporting permits analysis of programs within the context of the community psychiatry -- community mental health continuum (as defined in Chapter III). It brings patient and community data together with clinical and nonclinical staff activities in a common framework for ready perusal at local and state level.
### Weekly Appointment Calendar

**Title:** (Psychiatrist, PM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Hours</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Service Code</th>
<th>Activity Code</th>
<th>Staff Time</th>
<th>Out-of-Facility Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **N** = New
- **O** = On-Calls
- **R** = Renewal

---

### Possible Coding System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Facility</th>
<th>Out of Facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Case Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Staff Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Program: Admin. &amp; Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Information &amp; Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Activity Focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Facility</th>
<th>Out of Facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>Inpatient Units (24-hour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>Emergency Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>Ward A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>Home Visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>Day Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>Ward A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>Ward D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>Night Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>Ward A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>Ward D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>Outpatient Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>Crisis Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>Day Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>Home Visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>Volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>Visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Note:* The table and coding system are designed to organize and prioritize tasks and appointments for the psychiatrist's schedule.
MONTHLY SUMMARY OF PROGRAM

(For Local Administrators and State Agency)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Unit</th>
<th>Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### In-Facility and Out-of-Facility Staff Time by Profession

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Psychiatrist</th>
<th>Psychologist</th>
<th>PSW</th>
<th>MH Education</th>
<th>MH Nursing Cons.</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### In-Facility Case Management

#### Type of Treatment Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24-Hour</th>
<th>Day Care</th>
<th>Night Care</th>
<th>Outpatient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XXXX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of Patients

- First of Month Case Load
- Patient Days
- Interviews
- Month-End Case Load
- Number of Patients Served

### Out-of-Facility Contacts

#### Type of Community Contacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Citizen</th>
<th>Educational System</th>
<th>Correctional System</th>
<th>Social Service &amp; Welfare System</th>
<th>Health &amp; Medical System</th>
<th>Community Planning &amp; Development</th>
<th>Other (clergy, recreation, etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of Contacts by Type of Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Management</th>
<th>Staff Development</th>
<th>Program Admin. and Development</th>
<th>Information and Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td></td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Contact Status:

- New
- On-going
- Closed
- Renewed
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY


This article presents eight objectives of consultation. The author points out some reasons why consultants differ from consultees and explains that this is why they are effective. These reasons are generalized and are due to background orientation.


A study of the role of the consultant based on analysis of two cases of a consultant group, with an ultimate goal of developing "appropriate models to understand the client-consultant relationship and its impact on organizational change and development". The selection of cases is not a random one, but "is specifically loaded in the direction of cases that illustrate the difficulties which consultants face". Consultants' files and personal notes, and interviews and discussions with them were used. The study is limited to those consulting relationships within the organization. The difficulties of the consultant's role, the marginal role of the consultant and the emphasis on the process of development are discussed.


A scale is presented of 38 statements which purports to measure the degree of orientation toward community mental health. Items are built from five conceptual categories: a population focus, primary prevention, social treatment goals, comprehensive continuity of care, and total community involvement.


The author feels that the consultation session usually has a central theme which, when understood, reveals the conflicts of the consultee which prevent adequate functioning on the job, and when understood and responded to by the consultant, helps the consultee in his work.


Dr. Berlin discusses the issues confronted by and the ways of dealing with probation officers in a juvenile probation department.

A brief discussion of some unrealistic and realistic expectations between educators and mental health specialists in a collaborative relationship.


This paper is concerned with the particular way in which the consultation process lends itself to the communication of certain mental health principles to the teacher and administrator and often through them to other members of the school faculty.


The initial effort consisted of working with the school administrators as a group with the hope of uncovering and discussing staff problems. It was finally agreed that this approach was ineffective because each member was interested in his own particular experience. Another approach was tried using the teacher's problem cases as a catalyst for discussion. This approach worked quite well and enabled the administrators to see how the teachers viewed the administrative policies.


Provides definition of evaluation, lists essential questions to be answered by an evaluation study, provides organization models, discusses types of evaluation studies with inherent problems including an annotated bibliography.


Dr. Brickman, Director of Los Angeles County Department of Public Health discusses the organization and operation of community-based mental health centers in Los Angeles County.

Program growth has been directed by a conservative development policy and emphasis on major mental illness. Educating the care-giver to do his job using up-to-date techniques and the latest knowledge is one area of program emphasis. This is carried out via consultation activities. The author goes so far as to say that extensive use of consultative services may result in "ultimate liquidation of mental health programs altogether".

A process oriented model of preventive psychiatry is presented with a breakdown of typologies and phases to work through.


Mental health consultation is defined as the efforts of a mental health consultant to help the consultee understand cases which constitute problems. The goal is to enable the consultee to handle these classes of problems and situations better in the future. The goals of the mental health consultant are to help present problems plus educate the consultee. The various types of consultation are outlined.


A discussion of the issues and problems which were encountered in the development of a training program for consultants. Topics include: 1) the development of techniques, 2) conceptualization and definition, 3) the need for evaluative research, 4) training, and 5) problems in changing from psychotherapy to consultation.


A successful pilot project in which a psychiatrist met with physicians in "any convenient place" to provide consultation-education training on basic psychiatric skills.

Craig, Ray: Consultation and Education, A Service of the Community Mental Health Center, NIMH Mental Health Services, San Francisco, California.

Mental health needs and services, before the concept of community mental health was developed, were severely out of balance. Consultation and education can redress this balance. The extension of medical, psychiatric and social services into the community can strengthen health insights of community service professionals. These factors can help control harmful influences and make stronger the helpful ones that affect the mental health of individuals and groups. Consultation and education can link people of community, both ill and well, with its local mental health specialists and services.
In order to evaluate management effectiveness, the author suggests analyzing the following six areas:

1. Objectives
2. Organization structure to achieve objectives
3. Policies and procedures to provide proper coordination and development of programs
4. Availability, training, and quality of people to carry out programs
5. Programs themselves
6. Results to keep entire operation on course

Direct clinical services do not meet the needs of rural communities. An indirect services model is proposed which emphasizes consultation, education, preventive and community psychiatry, and community organization.

This book deals mainly with human relations as the interaction of people in all types of endeavor - in business, government, social clubs, schools and homes. As discussed here, human relations "is the study of human behavior at work and an effort to take action in operating situations in order to produce better results".

This survey indicates that traditional public rejection of the mentally ill is beginning to decline. This report deals with the public's experience with help for mental or emotional disorders, the public image and knowledge of mental health facilities and professionals, how the public views the newer kinds of treatment and rehabilitation services and programs, and popular concepts and perceptions of mental illness.

The authors show the psychiatrist's potential contribution as consultant to community agents lies in his understanding of communication problems among individuals and groups. This example involves the local police force and the community it serves. Communication between community and police force officers was facilitated through educational seminars, lectures, and classes.
Power is the common factor in the interrelated concepts of authority, influence, and control. Informal, implicit power involves a different set of psychological considerations than does formal power. However, either source of power results in high expectations on the part of the consultee.

The Joint Information Service (JIF) presented models of eleven successful community mental health programs for the purpose of helping shape the development of new facilities and programs now in the planning stage. In addition to these models, the general evolutionary phases of this type of facility were discussed.

This article deals with measuring improvement in mental health. It takes into account the pattern of multidimensional attributes and attitudes involved in the measurement. There are a series of steps to be followed:

1. Ask staff to specify its objectives - to identify the kind and extent of change which they expect to evoke in the communities they serve.
2. Specify precisely the changes which would be accepted as evidence of improved mental health.
3. Define improvement in multidimensional terms.
4. Make hypothesis in regard to improvement.
5. Use those disciplines which are familiar with the problems faced.
6. Make use of cross-consultation between researcher and counselor.

The entry of the consultant is similar to the attachment of a person to an existing social system. It is suggested that the entry problems can be defined in terms of the fit between the consultant and the client social system with respect to the following variables: (1) perception of need, (2) perception of prospective equity of role, resource and reward distribution, and (3) perception of prospective appropriateness of feeling interchanges with special concern about dependency and counter-dependency.

Criteria are suggested for evaluating research which are applicable to studies in all fields.

Potentially all mental health workers can perform educational tasks and they should be made aware of this potential function in community mental health work. In addition, there are tasks for a trained mental health educator. A discussion is included which describes the lines along which such training could be provided.


Self appraisal is one part of a four-step performance appraisal plan. Each employee completes an appraisal of himself, on prepared forms.

Experience with this method yields the following results:
1. Staff will provide accurate and correct information.
2. Enables employees to give their opinions, work preferences and grievances.


During a two-year period the official mental health agency in each state assessed its needs and resources and developed a plan for future action and evaluation for the aid of federal matching grants. This program was to encourage the process of planning and the implementation of plans. Fifty states participated but only six were studied in detail.


The large investment in community mental health requires that significant numbers of specialists be trained and that all mental health professionals acquire skills in the method and theory of community mental health. The training program at Langley-Porter (California) is described as a preferred program.

This report is concerned with evaluative research methods and findings with particular attention given to psychotherapy. It offers broad and well-recognized statistical guidelines as well as definitive terms.

Hirschowitz, Ralph G.: Psychiatric Consultation in the Schools, Mental Hygiene, April 1966, pp. 218-225.

The author illustrates the differences between two high schools in terms of organization, client-income, and social background. He also emphasizes the need for consultants to become "educated" in the background and structure of the organization they are serving.


This article is a documentation of the elusiveness and the complexity of the problems faced in evaluating mental health programs. The vagueness of these problems and the corresponding complexities connected with research techniques are brought out clearly. The relationship of evaluation techniques to program objectives, along with underlying theories are discussed in detail.


Dr. Howe suggests that a community psychiatrist needs to have a conceptual grasp of the community that is analogous to the psychotherapist's understanding of personality. She analyzes the community and the role played by the psychiatrist in relation to the community.


Professor Jackson raises some issues which should be considered prior to participation in program evaluation. These issues take the form of the following basic questions:

1. Why should evaluation take place?
2. Who should evaluate programs?
3. What are the characteristics of the social phenomena called programs?
Consultation is contrasted with psychotherapy, supervision, administration and collaboration. The phases in consultation are: (1) preparation, (2) beginning, (3) problem solving, and (4) termination.

An approach to the process of managing based on the classical orientation. Management is broken into the functions of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling.

An exploration of the "psychological dimensions" in the consultation process: (1) the consultant should be assigned to the client group on a continuing basis, (2) it is desirable to build in subgroup action to reinforce the relationship between the consultant and client group if the consultation is done over a long period of time, (3) consultant must work within frame of client group, and (4) it is best to have a formal beginning and end to the consulting relationship.

The role of a psychiatric consultant in a training school is reviewed; particular attention is paid to 240 evaluations of juvenile and adolescent male delinquents. Suggestions as to how to make the consultant more useful include: participation in the training of full-time personnel to treat more effectively and to participate in the correctional program with more insight.

Deals with a consultation program carried out through the use of a discussion group. The care-givers were able to commit themselves to improving their own helping roles. The consultant acted as a supporting agent attempting to involve all members in the discussion.

This article provides a statement of the principles that must guide evaluation of community mental health programs. As shown in the following classification, these principles are broad and general.

1. Determine what type of evaluation is required.
   a. Evaluation of accomplishment.
   b. Evaluation of technique.
2. Definition of the program, population served, and effects desired.
   a. What it is.
   b. What are its intentions.
   c. Results should be observable.
3. Choose comparison groups which will permit inferences required by accomplishment evaluation.
   a. Compare with groups not exposed to the program through a random selection process.


The author discusses the problems and developments of psychiatric services in rural areas due to geographical size and some internal problems. The paper was based on a two-year experiment in a rural community where no psychiatric service had been present before.


Dr. McGavran stresses the importance of viewing the community as a "patient" in connection with public health practitioners.

Diagnosing and treating health conditions of the community through the scientific method is the theme of his paper. His breakdown of the method is as follows:

1. Know that the community wants diagnosis.
2. Superficial examination of community.
3. What are community needs (as felt by community).
4. Examine and study available records.
5. History and examination of the community.
6. Tentative diagnosis.
7. Special studies and research.
8. Written diagnosis.
9. Determine priority of needs.

The conventional approach to performance appraisal is criticized. Mr. McGregor shows that the manager is in the untenable position of judging the personal worth of subordinates and of acting on the basis of his judgements. Most managers do not have the skill to carry out this responsibility.

A newer approach places the responsibility of appraisal upon the individual. The individual sets goals for himself for a given time period and assesses his achievement at the end of this period.

The newer method is said to result in increased motivation and more effective development of subordinates.


This is an investigation of the type and extent of consultative training taking place in 202 psychiatric training centers throughout the U.S. Questionnaire responses indicated that 75 percent of these centers offered consultation education. Also, the training was done on an informal, supervisory approach.


A case study of consultation with a Northwestern community from 1948-1955, employing the view of a community as a social system "in which certain elements, such as goals, norms, roles and authority-power are observable, and in which certain basic processes such as communication, decision-making, systemic linkage, and boundary maintenance are operating". The community includes a great many different systems within it; it is not structurally and functionally centralizes in the same sense as a formal organization, and as a social system it is implicit in nature rather than explicit as is a formal organization. Work with the community "poses in one way or another, all the problems confronted in consultation".


In definition and planning of local mental health centers it was recognized that psychiatric treatment alone was inadequate in solving the total problems of mental illness. Public health nurses function in the community and have frequent contact with emotionally disturbed individuals. In this particular setting (San Mateo County) a psychiatric consultant met with the staff of a public health nursing service.

Dr. Nyswander stresses basic assumptions that are crucial to successful planning. She also discusses the meaning of the planning process for the health educator.

Parker, Beulah: The Value of Supervision in Training Psychiatrists for Mental Health Consultation, Mental Hygiene, January 1961, pp. 94-100.

This article is based on the philosophy that personnel who have not received psychological orientation as a specific part of their professional training will profit most from learning about normal and abnormal psychological development, behavioral motivation and patterns of emotional expression if the learning is closely related to practical problems encountered on the job. A consultation program must include both education of the personnel along the lines most useful to them and an opportunity for them to experience psychological insights within the framework of a group which has supportive leadership by a psychiatrist. Supervision was considered an important part of the program.

Parker, Pauline E. and Barry D. Terranova: Program Activities in Selected Mental Health Services in California, Community Mental Health Services in Action, Division of Local Programs, Department of Mental Hygiene, State of California, January 1969.


Data indicated that ability to correctly identify behavior as mental illness is associated with rejection rather than acceptance.


This publication focuses upon information used in the decision-making process and the information flow associated with this process throughout the firm.


Presents the essential nature of consultation as social work activity and includes examples of current consultation practices.

Concentrates on consultation at program level. Describes the essentials of consultation, a model for predicting the effectiveness of consultation and descriptive questions of consultations.


A presentation of the proceedings of a conference held at the University of Wisconsin in 1964. The central theme: Community Psychiatry - What it is and what it is not. Community psychiatry is defined and presented within the context of several models. Related areas such as training, boundaries, and resistance are also discussed.


A survey of outpatient clinic activities in terms of principle clinic functions as of April 30, 1963. Findings are seen as a survey of the perceptions of clinic staffs about the role and functions of outpatient psychiatric clinics across the nation.


This is an account of a technique of staff consultation which was developed in Israel about 1953. It centers around a mental hygiene service provided for Youth Aliyah, the national organization responsible for 16,000 unaccompanied immigrant children. Consultation is provided for instructors who must handle difficulties (in a child) which he has not satisfactorily dealt within himself.


This article suggests that inpatient-outpatient analyses of statistical data that also consider the effect of intervening variables associated with program structure can produce a more comprehensive evaluation of program operations. A social system orientation is coupled with the traditional use of biometrics.

This article examines the implications of the 1964 Federal Regulation (HEW 1964) in terms of the assumptions made about mental illness and about the planning process. The difficulties and limitations are first discussed followed by the conclusion that these regulations will ultimately broaden the planners' definition of community need.


This article attempted to determine whether the term "community mental health" contains delineable, agreed-upon characteristics. It was found that mental health personnel with advanced training were more apt to describe the term as having value than were professionals chosen from random samples.


This publication is concerned with evaluative techniques under varying circumstances. In situations where there are no possible quantitative measurements, evaluations are made subjectively. Criteria and methods of ongoing evaluation are presented.


This publication describes in detail, a methodology for evaluating mental health programs.


The author expresses the fear that community mental health movement may be failing. The major reason for this failure is the notion that effective community health cannot be fitted inside existing professional biases, habits, and territorial rights. He feels that more flexibility is required if the new movement is to progress.


This article has been accepted as the American Psychological Association's position paper on community mental health. Mental disorder is viewed as rooted in social systems and a responsibility of the mental health center staff should be to help various social systems to function in ways that develop and sustain individuals and to help community systems regroup their forces to support persons who run into trouble.

The purpose of the article is to synthesize some of the current thinking about mental health consultation. It includes definition, purpose, phases, qualifications, principles, guidelines and professional problems.


A discussion of techniques involved in performance appraisal.


Differences in emphasis and in deployment of professional resources characterize recent trends. However, there have been no radical changes in practices, skills, or knowledge.


Consultation is broken down into three interdependent operational aspects: role, function and process. Role refers to who the consultant thinks he is and who others think he is. The consultant should serve as a catalyst, stimulator, and motivator of ideas. The major functions of the consultant are: evaluating, advising, teaching and liaison.


Brief description of what takes place in consultation with community groups which are planning new clinics and other levels which are planning to expand or improve existing services.


A view of 256 mental health centers funded during the last few years under federal grants. Diversity of local needs has resulted in diverse methodology and flexibility on meeting these needs. Federal regulations have had little effect on this flexibility.

This report discusses the broad scope of mental health education and the many functions of the mental health educator. It also stresses the importance of a solid educational background and mentions pertinent college courses. Desirable personal qualities of potential mental health educators are enumerated.

California State Department of Public Health: California's Health, November 1, 1956, Vol. 14, No. 9, pp. 65-72.

In this article, Dr. Nyswander selects and discusses two principles in problem-solving. The first is that there are two major processes at work; one that is concerned in the task at hand; the other a process which is dependent on the dynamic impacts of personality needs of the members present. The second principle is this: The perceptions of those who are to be taught furnish important data to be used in program planning. She goes on to discuss other principles important to successful mental health education.


This report is an effort to clarify the opportunities and difficulties created from the encounter of new and more sophisticated trends in both psychiatry and its range of sister disciplines.